[Inventory and Environmental Impact of VOCs Emission from Anthropogenic Source in Chang-Zhu-Tan Region].
Based on environmental statistical data and emission factor, an anthropogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emission inventory was established for the Chang-Zhu-Tan region, and a grid with spatial resolution of 3 km×3 km was built according to the spatial feature data. Ozone formation potential (OFP) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation potential of anthropogenic sources were also estimated. The results showed that the total anthropogenic VOCs emission was about 113.49 kt in Chang-Zhu-Tan region and the main sources were industrial processes, solvent utilization and vehicles with the VOCs emission of 35.88 kt, 28.72 kt and 22.13 kt, respectively. Paving pitch and architecture wall painting accounted for the majority of the solvent utilization and the building materials industry accounted for 75.34% of VOCs emission from the industrial processes. Liling was the largest contributor compared to the other cities in Chang-Zhu-Tan region, where the VOCs emission from these anthropogenic sources in 2014 was 16.58 kt. The total OFP of these sources was 375.33 kt, in which solvent utilization contributed 27.28% and the O3 generative capacity of biomass burning was the largest. Solvent utilization contributed 35.35% to the total SOA formation potentials and its SOA generative capacity was also the largest. The spatial distribution characteristics revealed that the VOCs emission mostly originated from urban area.